
ASAE Associations Advance America Awards Information 
 
Category: Civic and Community Volunteer Activities 
 
Name of Activity: Justice 4ALL 
 
Number affected by efforts: 21,323 
 
Number of Association Volunteers Involved: 575 
 
Number of Association Members: 10,086 
 
Organization’s Mission Statement: 
Founded in 1881, the Tennessee Bar Association is dedicated to enhancing fellowship 
among members of the state's legal community. A strictly voluntary association, the TBA 
offers its members a variety of programs and services designed to assist in professional 
development. In addition, through its public relations activities, the TBA endeavors to 
build a positive image for the profession in the community.  From its start in 1881, the 
organization has sought to foster legal education, maintain the honor and dignity of the 
profession of law, to cultivate professional ethics, to encourage social interchange among 
members, and to promote improvements in the law and the modes of its administration. 
 
Brief Overview of Activity: 
The Tennessee Bar Association’s (TBA) Justice 4ALL Campaign was designed to 
educate the legal profession, the judiciary and the public with regard to the urgent need 
for pro bono legal services, to collaborate with state, local, minority and specialty bar 
associations in addressing that need, to increase the number of lawyers who participate 
and the amount of each lawyer’s pro bono hours and to support legislation and new 
procedural and administrative rules designed to enhance the climate for equal access to 
justice. Together, these four areas (educate, collaborate, participate and legislate) had a 
tremendous impact on the lives of Tennesseans. 
 
*Scope of Project: 
(focus on number helped, innovation, breadth of membership involved, member-driven 
work) 
The campaign began with more than $100,000 of media exposure in all major state 
markets to inform the public of these critical issues. Judicial rules were changed to 
remove barriers to pro bono participation, enhance the continuing education credit for 
this work and make Interest On Lawyers’ Trust Accounts comprehensive. Every attorney 
in Tennessee and their clients were affected. 4ALL harnessed the strength of more than 
43 state, local and specialty bars to make this possible. This campaign culminated in a 
statewide service day held on 4/4/09 in which 200 attorneys provided free legal advice to 
more than 800 clients. (100 words) 
 
*Public Relations Value: 



(focus on critical need of those helped, how it sets a good example of an association 
advancing America) 
More than 1,000,000 Tennesseans qualify for legal assistance and they experience an 
estimated 700,000 legal problems each year. By bringing lawyers and other local, state 
and specialty bar groups together from across the state to address these issues on multiple 
fronts, the state’s most needy are helped, attorneys benefit from giving back to their 
communities and the public gains a greater understanding of the good done by the 
profession. This incredible effort is the embodiment of Americans helping those in need 
and could be easily replicated by other community-serving organizations. (90 words) 
 
*Measurable Outcomes: 
(focus on defining, explain how society improved, number affected, ease of replication by 
other groups) 
The 4ALL campaign had numerous benefits to the legal and general population of 
Tennessee. Thousands of attorneys benefitted from rule changes that increased the 
opportunity to serve their fellow citizens and legal services offices have an increased pool 
of volunteers from which to draw. The campaign improved the lives of Tennesseans 
living in poverty by increasing the odds of them receiving legal assistance in a timely 
fashion without extreme financial burden. On 4/4/09 alone, 575 TBA members 
volunteered, helping 1.323 citizens with legal issues. The campaign, customized to the 
needs of Tennessee, is a model to other professions or groups.  (100 words) 
 
*How does this Program Advance America?: 
(all previous winners have demonstrated how society has benefitted from their 
event/activity) 
This campaign positively affected every attorney in the state and thousands of 
Tennessee’s citizens. Providing a comprehensive, multi-faceted approach to addressing 
the legal needs of the disadvantaged improves the lives of the hundreds of attorneys 
directly involved in the effort and the hundreds of thousands of Tennesseans that benefit 
from the campaign. Reducing the burden legal issues pose upon the poor is not only part 
of the oath that attorneys vow to uphold, it is true to the definition of ‘justice,’ a concept 
so crucial to our country it appears on the U.S. Supreme Court building twice.  (97 
words) 


